
Can Astrology Predict Love Marriage Or Arranged Marriage?

According to Indian astrology, the nine planets are the Sun, Moon, Mars,
Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, Rahu, and Ketu, but love marriage is
considered from the planets Moon, Mars, and Venus only. Venus in the
horoscope of a man and Mars in the horoscope of a woman are considered
factors of sexual life. Mercury, Moon, Venus and Jupiter are auspicious planets.
Sun, Mars, Saturn, Rahu, and Ketu are called inauspicious planets. Venus is the
planet responsible for love.

Jupiter is the factor of divinity and truth. At first sight, the Moon is the planet
responsible for love and attraction, sensitivity, poetry, and sensuality. Mars is
the planet representing courage, victory, fearlessness, and risky emotions.
Although every planet has its different effects, the combination of planets like
Venus-Moon, Venus-Mars, Venus-Moon, Venus-Saturn, Venus-Moon-Mars,
etc. creates strangeness in humans.

How Can I Know Whether My Marriage Is Love Or Arranged

● According to Love Marriage specialists, if Mars in the horoscope is
related to the seventh house or its lord, then the person will probably have
a love marriage.

https://www.chiragdaruwalla.com/astrology-services/love-marriage-astrology/


● When Venus is aspected by Saturn or Rahu or Venus is conjoined with
Saturn or Rahu, then there are chances of a person's love marriage.

● If Venus is related to the ascendant house or its lord or the planet situated
in the seventh house or its lord or the seventh house then love marriage
yoga is formed.

● If Mars is related to the fifth house or its lord then love marriage yoga is
formed.

● If the Moon is related to the ascendant or its lord is related to the seventh
house, its lord or a planet situated in the seventh house, then love
marriage yoga is formed.

● If Venus is associated with auspicious planets and there is influence of
Jupiter on the first house, fifth house, and ninth house of the horoscope, if
there is influence of auspicious signs and auspicious planets in the
ascendant house and Mars and fifth house are strong. The person is an
ideal lover with character. The love of that person is of high quality.

● If the lord of the fifth house is related to the seventh house or its lord or
the planet situated in the seventh house then the person gets a love
marriage.

● If Venus is inauspicious in the birth chart, or any special planet is in
conjunction with Mars and Rahu, then such love is more lustful.

● The conjunction of Venus and the Moon brings passion, attraction, and
unity to a person's love. The respective yoga of Venus and Jupiter shows
the spiritual love yoga of the person.

● The conjunction of Venus and Moon in the fifth house, the relationship of
the fifth lord with Venus and Moon creates love marriage yoga.

● In the horoscope, if there is a mutual relationship between the lords of the
fifth house, seventh house, and eleventh house, then love marriage yoga
is formed.



● If there is a change of Panchamesh and Saptamesh, there is a conjunction
of Panchamesh and Saptamesh and there is a visual relation between
Panchamesh and Saptamesh, then love marriage is possible.

Possibility of Failure in Love

If Saptamesh is afflicted in a person's horoscope then such a person often falls
in love but proves unsuccessful in love marriage. Such lovers do not success in
love marriage even after a lot of efforts.

If in the horoscope both the Panchamesh and Saptamesh are situated in the
sixth, eighth, or twelfth house, then such a person gets some success in love
relationships but he is not completely successful.

If in a horoscope both the Panchamesh and Saptamesh are afflicted and their
houses are not observed then such a person has to face betrayal and failure in
love.

If Venus in the horoscope of a person is afflicted and weak due to being the
seventh lord, then such a person does not succeed in his love relationships. The
love of such a person is one-sided.

Conclusion

If you want to know about your future marriage or love life through horoscope
matching, or birth chart using Vedic astrology then talk to astrologers. Our free
online astrology service also provides solutions to problems or obstacles in your
love life.

https://www.chiragdaruwalla.com/talk-to-astrologers/

